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M20 Junction 10a Scheme:
Available for traffic - 31 October 2019:
A2070 Link Road, M20 J10a Eastbound on slip and Westbound off slip road.
You may have heard recently that there have been some changes to our plan for opening the
new junction 10a we are building on the M20 near Ashford, and I wanted to write to you to tell
you what our plans are and what they mean for you.
The main thing that has changed is that we are fast-tracking work to have the new east facing
slip roads at the new junction and the new A2070 link road open in time for 31 October. This
will mean that drivers will be able to use the new coastbound entry and London-bound exit slip
roads, and the new A2070 link road from this Thursday 31 October 2019.

Drivers will be able to access the M20 travelling eastbound using the new A2070 link road and
M20 J10a. Drivers travelling westbound will also be able to exit the M20 at the new junction
10a and travel towards Ashford using the A2070 link road.
Having these new links available for traffic is significant good news that will benefit thousands
of drivers every day and improve access to and from Ashford. We accelerated this work to help
lorries move smoothly to and from Ashford Truck stop when the UK was expecting to leave the
European Union on 31 October.
Opening these new links will also allow us to move on to the next stage of finishing the
improvements. From early November the coast-bound slip road onto the M20 at junction 10
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and the London-bound exit slip road will be permanently closed, allowing us to complete
construction on the new west facing slip roads at junction10a.
The A20 will remain on its current temporary alignment for the time being and will be connected
to the new junction 10a in phases. The A20 will be connected to the east side of junction 10a
on Monday night 4 November and will be open in both directions. Drivers will be able to exit at
the new junction 10a and travel towards Sellindge, and will also be able to travel from Sellindge
and access junction 10a. The A20 will be connected to the west side of junction 10a, via a oneway system. During this period, there will be no access to the A20 from junction 10a traveling
towards junction 10. Drivers seeking to travel to junction 10 from junction 10a, will be directed
to use the A2070 link road instead. This temporary road layout is shown in the diagram below.

The final changes should be complete - and the new junction fully open to traffic – in spring
2020.
I hope you agree that this is an exciting time for Ashford, as we take the final steps to open this
major road improvement to traffic. We hope this information is helpful and we apologise in
advance for any inconvenience this work may cause.
If you have any questions please contact us by visiting our scheme webpage at
www.highwaysengland.co.uk/M20J10a, email a member of our Project Team at
M20J10AImprovements@highwaysengland.co.uk or call our 24-hour Customer Contact
Centre on 0300 123 5000 for further information.
Yours faithfully,

Thomas Selby
M20 junction 10a Project Manager

